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Abstract. We describe a high-throughput computing system for running jobs
on public and private computing clouds using the HTCondor job scheduler and
the cloudscheduler VM provisioning service. The distributed cloud comput-
ing system is designed to simultaneously use dedicated and opportunistic cloud
resources at local and remote locations. It has been used for large scale pro-
duction particle physics workloads for many years using thousands of cores on
three continents. Cloudscheduler has been modernized to take advantage of new
software designs, improved operating system capabilities and support packages.
The result is a more resilient and scalable system, with expanded capabilities.

1 Introduction

In the field of particle physics, clouds are increasingly used to process and analyze data. It
is possible that commercial clouds might satisfy the computational requirements of the next
generation of global research projects; however, it is likely that dedicated storage facilities
will be required to store and preserve the research data. One scenario may be a hybrid solution
of dedicated and opportunistic, private and commercial compute resources, linked by high-
speed networks to a distributed set of dedicated storage repositories.

This paper describes such a hybrid solution for running high-throughput computing work-
loads on compute clouds, irrespective of the underlying cloud software, location or its own-
ership. We call our design a distributed compute cloud where the resources are an aggregate
of compute clouds hidden from the user.

The distributed compute cloud uses cloudscheduler for VM provisioning and scheduling,
and HTCondor for job scheduling. Briefly, cloudscheduler reviews the HTCondor job queue
and cloud resources to determine whether there are clouds that can start VMs that meet the
job requirements. If a match is found, then cloudscheduler requests that the appropriate VM
image be booted on the cloud. Once the VM is instantiated, it joins the HTCondor pool and
the user job is sent to the running VM instance.

The original design of cloudscheduler was conceived in 2009 [1] and is based on ideas
discussed in a paper describing “sky computing” [2]. The distributed compute cloud has run
many millions of jobs on three continents for the ATLAS experiment at the CERN Laboratory
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in Geneva, Switzerland [3] and the Belle II experiment at the KEK Laboratory in Tsukuba,
Japan [4].

Many of the custom and external software components have undergone significant change
since the first version of cloudscheduler. Further, the years of production operation have
provided insight on how to simplify and improve the system for usability, reliability and
maintenance. In 2018, cloudscheduler was changed from a single Python code framework
into a software platform with expanded functionality using current software technologies and
practises. The new design is more robust, error tolerant and scalable, and is currently used
for ATLAS and Belle II production workloads.

There are other strategies and software for utilizing clouds in particle physics. These
include Vcycle, VMDIRAC and an extension of the HTCondor job scheduler. In Vcycle,
the resource provider creates VMs for the experiments that draw jobs from the experiments’
central queue of tasks [5]. VMDIRAC is a module for the DIRAC workload management
system [6] that can start VMs on clouds [7, 8]. HTCondor can also be used to start VMs
on Openstack clouds [9]. The distributed cloud computing system using cloudscheduler pro-
vides an infrastructure that can run workloads for any field or research without the need for
application experts at each site. It is not dependent on project-specific workload management
systems but can be integrated with them. Further, it can run workloads on all cloud types
while the users or experiments only need to know about the familiar batch system interface
to which they submit jobs.

2 Cloudscheduler

2.1 Overview

The architecture of the distributed compute cloud using cloudscheduler has been described
in a number of papers [10, 11]. The key components are the HTCondor job scheduler, the
cloudscheduler VM provisioning service and the compute clouds. HTCondor was selected as
the job scheduler as it was designed to be a cycle scavenger [12], making it an ideal fit for a
dynamic cloud environment where resources (VM instances) appear and disappear.

Cloudscheduler was redesigned over the past few years to improve reliability and scalabil-
ity with expanded capabilities. Cloudscheduler Version 2 (CSV2) is a framework of compo-
nent processes written in Python 3 and built around the MariaDB (SQL) relational database
[13]. There are processes for control, data gathering (pollers), user interfaces and for VM
provisioning (see Fig. 1).

The database allows data retrieval from multiple sources, and correlates information be-
tween different subsystems to obtain different views of the system data. The data is orga-
nized in tables, with rows representing objects and columns representing the attributes of an
object. There are tables for global and local configuration parameters. CSV2 also generates
ephemeral data in dedicated tables for objects like jobs or virtual machines. The database
also adds authorization features that protects the integrity of the data while allowing both
local and remote access.

Cloudscheduler has a RESTful web user interface (UI) for administration, control, and
detailed monitoring of the clouds and jobs. The UI can be accessed through either a graphical
user interface (GUI) using web browsers or a command line interface (CLI) client (with
extensive man pages); the GUI and CLI have nearly the same functional capabilities.

Cloudscheduler has pollers that fill the MariaDB with information from the clouds and
HTCondor. New entries are added to multiple tables in the database for each new job and VM.
The state information of existing entries are updated by the pollers, and obsolete information
(for completed jobs/VMs) is removed.
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Figure 1. Overview of the cloudscheduler and HTCondor distributed compute cloud. The primary
change is the introduction of the MariaDB for keeping track of the state of the system and “pollers” to
gather information from the clouds and the job scheduler. The information in the database is used for
scheduling, management and monitoring.

Fig. 1 shows a single cloud poller; however, there are separate cloud pollers for each
cloud-type1 (e.g. one poller can support multiple Openstack clouds). Fig. 1 also shows
pollers for HTCondor (labelled as HTC pollers). There is a HTC machine poller that gathers
information on the HTCondor machines and a HTC job poller that gathers information on
the jobs in the HTCondor queue. The pollers consist of multiple tasks that run at different
frequencies. For example, the cloud poller updates the MariaDB with information on the
VMs every 60 seconds whereas it updates the list of VM images every 5 minutes. Typically,
the dynamic information is updated every minute and the relatively static information on a
longer timescale (between 5 minutes and one day).

Although Fig. 1 shows only one HTCondor instance, CSV2 can support multiple in-
stances. For example, separate HTCondor instances are used by ATLAS and Belle II experi-
ments, in part, due to differing security requirements. All HTCondor instances are supported
by a single set of HTCondor pollers. However, each instance of HTCondor requires a HTC
Agent to provide the correct security context when issuing requests to the HTCondor client
on the VM (e.g. requesting a VM to de-register from the HTCondor pool).

1Currently there is API support for Openstack and Amazon EC2 clouds (support for other cloud APIs will be
added on demand)
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2.2 Workflow

The workflow is determined by the configuration of the system, the job information and
the state of the VMs. The state of the VMs is dynamically determined by the information
gathered by the cloud poller, HTC job poller and HTC machine poller, and stored in the
MariaDB.

If there is a job in the HTCondor queue, then the HTC job poller creates a new entry in the
MariaDB with the job information. The VM scheduler periodically queries the MariaDB for
queued jobs and determines if there is a cloud with free resources that meet the requirements
of the queued jobs. If the VM scheduler finds a cloud that is matched to the job(s), then it
issues a request to start a VM (via the cloud API) to the cloud and creates an entry in the
MariaDB for each new VM.

The contextualization of a VM is controlled by metadata that is passed to the “cloud-init”
process [14]. There are a number of obligatory items to configure such as the HTCondor
client. Cloudscheduler provides default metadata files to manage all obligatory items (stored
in the MariaDB). The ATLAS and Belle II software environments are configured during the
contextualization (see next section).

Once the VM has completed its contextualization, it is registered as a HTCondor machine.
The HTC machine poller periodically retrieves the ClassAds of all the HTCondor machines
via the HTCondor Python API and stores its ClassAd in the MariaDB.

If a VM remains idle for an extended period of time after completing one or more jobs,
then either the job queue is empty or there are no queued jobs that can run in the VM. In this
situation, the VM scheduler sets the retire-flag in the database entry of the VM. The VM is
sent a message so that the HTCondor master daemon on the VM disables all the partitions,
preventing them from accepting new jobs. The remaining jobs on the VM are allowed to
complete and then the cloud is requested to shut down that VM instance.

2.3 Configuration and contextualization

Cloudscheduler can be configured from the CLI or GUI. The users can add or remove clouds,
define VM instance types or flavours on each cloud, and specify quotas for each cloud. The
VM images and SSH keys can be uploaded by logging in directly to the cloud or via the GUI.
The GUI is accessed through a web browser and can also generate time series plots for each
variable (stored in an InfluxDB). There are other configuration settings for the management
of VMs with default parameters.

The contextualization of the VM instances for the ATLAS and Belle II experiments is
very similar. Both use the micro-CernVM virtual machine image [15], the CernVM File
System (CVMFS) [16], and optionally, Shoal, a dynamic web cache locator service [17].
The micro-CernVM image (approximately 20 MB) saves storage space and can be started
instantaneously. The image contains a read-only Linux kernel and a CernVM File System
(CVMFS) client. An array of squid proxy caches around the world are used to host frequently
used files from CVMFS [18]. The CVMFS client is configured to use a specific squid cache;
however, we can configure the CVMFS client to use the nearest squid cache to the VM by
querying Shoal.

The contextualization process then sets up the HTCondor client, and the environment for
the experiment. The accounting and monitoring processes are activated, and the fast (DB12)
CPU benchmark suite [19] is run on the VM. The necessary host certificates and SSH keys
are added to the VM.
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2.4 Operations and status

The distributed compute cloud, using the new version of cloudscheduler, started production
use in early 2019 and is integrated into the WLCG grid infrastructure [20]. It uses clouds
in North America and Europe running mainly Openstack software, though Open Nebula,
Amazon EC2, Google GCE and Microsoft Azure are also used.

The ATLAS production using the clouds in North America was shifted to the new version
and tested extensively for many months. The Belle II production system was transitioned to
the new version in June 2019. ATLAS and Belle II are now supported by a single instance
of cloudscheduler but continue to use separate instances of HTCondor that are linked to their
respective workload management systems.

The HTCondor instance dedicated to the ATLAS experiment is linked to the PanDA work-
load management system [21]. ATLAS typically uses a few hundred thousand cores at a given
moment, and the distributed compute cloud contributes approximately 1% of the resources,
comparable to the other Tier-2 compute centres operated in Canada.

The Belle II experiment uses the DIRAC workload management system [6]. We operate
three DIRAC Site Directors in Victoria that submit pilot jobs to the HTCondor instance if
there are queued jobs in the central DIRAC server at KEK. The distributed compute cloud has
provided 13% of the resources (typically a few thousand compute cores) of the experiment
since January 2018.

An important new feature is the ability to manage the jobs and clouds of multiple groups
(experiments). This makes it possible for one experiment to opportunistically utilize the
resources of another experiment whose resources are idle. Cloudscheduler can now be con-
figured so that the opportunistic usage can be some fraction or all of the idle resources. If the
resources are required, then the opportunistic usage is automatically scaled down by retiring
those resources. The running jobs are allowed to complete so that the transition back to the
fair share can take a number of hours. This feature has significantly improved the utilization
of our resources.

In addition, the distributed compute cloud is using the Dynafed data federation service,
developed by CERN IT, for locating input data [22, 23]. Dynafed federates existing storage
systems and provides a link to the closest copy of the data on the basis of GeoIP information.
Dynafed is used to federate existing storage of the ATLAS and Belle II experiments [24–26].

3 Summary

We have presented the design of a distributed cloud computing system based on the cloud-
scheduler VM provisioning platform. It remains a novel system for utilizing high-throughput
workloads on multiple dedicated and opportunistic clouds located at remote locations and
owned by other organizations. The system has provided significant resources to the ATLAS
and Belle II particle physics experiments. The cloudscheduler VM provisioning system has
been updated to current software standards to make it more scalable and reliable, as well as
adding new functionality. It is currently planned to use cloudscheduler for the computing part
of the proposed Belle II Canadian Raw Data Centre. Other plans include further integration
and use of the Dynafed data federator to expand the running of data-intensive applications.

The cloudscheduler software is stored in GitHub (https://github.com/hep-
gc/cloudscheduler) and documentation is found at cloudscheduler.readthedocs.io.
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